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Summary:
For over a decade, Europe’s struggle to successfully integrate its Muslim population has been evident. But
throughout the years a new and distinctly European phenomenon arose, which is as significant as it is
underreported: Gangster Islam. It entails the conflation of the seemingly a-religious street culture of youths from
a Muslim background on the one hand, and elements of the Islamic religion on the other. The German
publication Der Spiegel once very briefly [5] touched on the matter, a Danish documentary [6] highlighted Islamic
extremists recruiting gang members from a Muslim background, and a Dutch terrorism expert pointed out
[7] how Syrian returnees were more likely to live a life of crime in order to finance the jihad, than to actually
commit a terror attack.
Admin: See also "The Jihadi Plan To Break Us":
This is how Sheikh Abu-Bakr Naji, the late theoretician of the Sunni version of the Islamo-apocalyptic
movement, put it: “No one should feel safe without submitting, and those who refuse to submit must pay a
high price. The aim of our movement is to turn the world into a series of wildernesses in which only those
under our rule enjoy security.”
The sheikh’s neo-jihadi theory was explained a decade ago in his magnum opus “Governance in the
Wilderness” (“Edarat al Tawwahush”). The book rejected al Qaeda’s theory of war based on the assumption
that “the infidel” would succumb to Islamic rule with a few spectacular attacks such as 9/11 against New
York and Washington. The sheikh further examines what he calls “the five schools of jihad” to reveal their
inadequacies.
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